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CURRENT  

OUTLOOK

There’s a new kind of promise in the

banking industry—and possibly no

better time than now for

transformation. Economic

fundamentals are strong, the

regulatory climate is favorable, and

transformation technologies are more

readily accessible, powerful, and

economical than ever before.

 

Across the globe, the retail banking

industry is fast embracing a mobile-

centric customer experience. 

 

 

BY  BRIDGEWAY  STRATEGY

Banking consumers have a stronger

emotional connection to technology

brands like Apple, Amazon, and

Google than to their banks. Some of

these companies’ ability to blend

experiences from the physical and

digital worlds is considered a good

model for banks.

"'Consumers’ experiences
in other industries are
upping the ante for most
banks."

Investments in mobile technologies

have increased meaningfully with Asia

Pacific leading the world in the rapid

adoption of digital banking due to

consumers’ constantly evolving

demands.
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WHAT  TO  EXPECT

Banks are expected to become more active

in the fintech space, either by launching

stand-alone digital banks or through

partnerships. Online lenders’ growth in

student loans, home equity, and personal

loans can be expected as well. Fintechs now

account for about 36 percent of personal

loans originated in the United States by

dollar volume.47

 

Another trend to gain momentum is

partnerships with nonbanks. And as digital

transformation spreads across the value

chain—from origination to post-sale

servicing—some institutions could separate

from the pack and leap forward. Such

digitization initiatives can boost banks’

return on total capital employed from the

current levels of 12 percent in 2017 to 18

percent by 2022.

Corporate banks should consider the role of

the “banker,” a position likely to evolve with

automation and increased competition

from banks and nonbanks alike. The most

successful bankers might not be generalists;

instead, they will likely specialize in specific

industries, solutions, or client segments to

add value and insights through unique hard

and soft skills that AI cannot yet replicate.

 

.The simplification path will entail a sharper

focus on who to serve, what to offer, and

how—essentially the clients-products-

solutions matrix. To execute on this new

vision, investment banks should think more

broadly about using third parties and

utilities for noncore activities. This would

require greater agility..

Retail Banks' ICT

spending on channel

improvment 2015-

2022.

STATISTICS
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5 TOP ISSUES IN BANKING

INDUSTRY

globalization and consolidation
reconnect with customers

promote compliance
better risk management

adaptation to demographic risks
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Smart banks know that the

future generation of growth

depends on a very specific group

of consumers - Millennials.

MILLENNIAL

With 34 percent reporting they

are unsatisfied with their current

financial situation, and over 60

percent burdened by debt.

PERSONAL

FINANCIES
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Want to create experience in

every transaction, need trusted

advisor.

HIGH

EDUCATION &

INCOME

Traveling for the most of the

year, need flexibility and strong

mobile service.

TRAVELERS

TARGET CUSTOMER



CUSTOMER 'S

POINT  OF  VIEW

Ultimate goal - to have 'One to rule

them all', bank or non bank account..

Current situation - multiple bank accounts and non

banking products across banking and non banking sector

 

Basically, there are two main reasons for different bank
accounts. One is security and the other is based on goals.
 

 

Goals: 
 

Save money - different savings rates

at different banks.

 

Easy travel and moving resources.

 

Opening business - getting a loan. 

 

E-savings accounts - for taxes, fast

money - for small investments.

 

E - wallets - not every bank has that

smooth solution
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Security is a Big Concern!
 

Identities theft 

 

Credit/debit card fraud

 

Online shopping risks

 

Account hacking 

 

Hence, risk diversification. 

 



FUTURE

BANK  OFFER

Mobile: No need for ever going to

the physical location of the bank.

 

E - wallet with safeties: on for

voice recognition/or move

recognition and pass combination

on with easily choosing multiple e-

accounts for investments, savings,

daily 'cash', monthly repetition

activities, cryptoes, online

shopping with different

automated CSV generated for

every purchase. Different accounts

entry passes for minimizing

security risks.

 

Loans: that are oriented towards

starting a new business without

business history but has personal

history into consideration as a risk

and insurance that a client can

purchase against risk of failing.

 

Online 'big' shopping: for cars,

houses and other goods that are

typically tied to classical view as a

'big purchase'

"Build high value, long
term relationships -
ensuring a future of
mutual success.."

Traveling offers: connection to

ratings of the establishments so

customer can rent/buy within bank

app and no need to exit and search.

 

Angel investing: investing into other

small companies with credit and

other scores of the founders that

the founders offer evident to the

angel investors. It can be a form of

debt or a equity.

 

Ease to use: speaking comes

naturally. Voice interfaces have

been some of the hardest

technologies to develop, but they’re

some of the easiest for humans to

learn. Making banking details

accessible to a virtual personal

assistant will empower purchase,

subscribing, buying via voice.

 

Safe: bio-metric authentication

does a good job protecting

customers, even from user error. For

voice banking to play a prominent

role in overall conversational

engagement, secure, real-time,

ongoing authentication is a must.
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